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Existentialism and TV Noir -  Notes for TV Times 

Existentialism  

• One of Existentialism’s central theses is that we relate to the outside world mainly through our 

feelings,  

• But there are differences in what these feelings tell us 

• Optimists like Heidegger say the truest understanding of the world comes from feelings like love, joy 

and confident acceptance 

• Sartre highlights experiences when confronting reality, including boredom, nausea and alienation and 

anxiety in confronting about the absurdity and nothingness of the world 

• We need to exert our Will in order to escape the apparent emptiness of the world into a more 

meaningful existence 

• Existentialism is about awareness of existence of oneself and of the relationship between that self and 

that which is not oneself 

• Actions are central to existentialists 

• Authentic choice is difficult because there is no universally accepted criteria which will help us make 

the choice 

• The most important choices for existentialists are moral ones 

• Those who see themselves as part of a group and absorb the values of a group without reflection, live 

inauthentically  

 

Two existentialist viewpoints  

• Different approaches to existentialist crisis, recognition and choice can be found – each giving different 

ideas about achieving or reclaiming personal identity  

• Kierkegaard and Sartre suggests it is difficult to attain genuine self knowledge  

• Kierkegaard – aesthetic, ethical and religious modes of life 

• Aesthetic – the life of delight in the senses 

• Ethical – life of duty - takes responsibility for himself instead of being governed by what impinges on 

him from outside 

• The distinctive character of the third, religious, mode of life is its affirmation of a dimension of living 

under the aspect of faith – a radical leap – a commitment to an infinite and absolute God who 

transcends reason (he saw this as the highest form of moral life)  

• When we make such a leap and leave reason behind, we experience a feeling of angst 

• It is through choice – he suggests that a being moves from one state to another 

• Sartre – meaning or purpose in life is a product of the individual free choices rather than a divine plan  
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• They both recognise a distinction between higher and lower stages or modes of living and see the 

transition from the latter to the former as a way of dealing with existential crisis 

• They imply, that certain ways of life are objectively higher than others 

• The crises that occurs in the lives of individuals makes the transition to a new form of life necessary  

• But this is chosen by the individual and hence resolved on an individual basis  

• The commitment to a way of life is something we must do for ourselves  - an individual action that has 

no objective justification  

 

Film noir and tv noir  

• Television noir is related to film noir 

• There are disagreements about film noir and what is included 

• Film noir – themes and styles 

• The style and themes of TV noir programmes trace out the implications of noir films from 40s and 50s 

– where you find crime, violence, existential crisis, death 

• Film noir protagonists often seem to fear existence itself 

• The classic noir protagonists is bound by his compulsions and a fated destiny 

• It often featured convoluted and bizarre plots, symbols, shadows, urban angst and cat and mouse 

dialogue 

• There is the standard view that noir involves moral ambivalence and ambiguity  

• Where there is an inversion of traditional values  

• In some cases, though, there are clearly defined standards of right and wrong 

• TV noir 

• TV noir is not about a period or movement (like German expressionist film or French surrealism) 

• It  represents an ever changing adaptation and extension of the themes and styles of its influential film 

predecessors 

• It has multiple associations with police dramas, crime dramas, psychological thrillers, science fiction 

programmes 

• The theme of crime, its planning, execution, investigation and consequences figure in TV noir 

• Another characteristic is the discontinuity, and distancing from conventional norms and sensibilities 

• TV noir is edgy and unsettling and communications something of philosophical substance about 

ourselves and the condition of our lives 

 

TV Noir  

• The word noir literary means dark  
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TV Noir – ideas  

• Questions about the meaning of life and doubts about its point enter into the central preoccupations 

of many TV noir’s principal characters 

• Even if they themselves do not always articulate their concerns in this way 

• These questions reflect and are reflected by existentialist philosophy 

Content 

• Content is  characterised by moral ambiguity – in the leading character 

• We share the ethical questions they encounter 

• In TV noir, ambiguity is found in the morally compromised position of its protagonists E.g. the police 

detective who fails to inform the subject he is interrogating of this right to a lawyer 

Selfhood explored 

• The entire self of the main character is under examination – as well as the mystery case at hand 

• Questions of selfhood are explored in noir – how do we construct our identity  

• In TV noir we find protagonists who struggle to create meaning in an absurd world out of the 

resources of their own freedom.  

• Questions such as what is it to be a person, as opposed to a nonperson 

• What is it to be the same person over time 

• But there is also a more informal sense of the problem of personal identity – where our concern is 

with the conflicts a person experiences as he or she attempts to come to terms with who he or she is 

 

The Prisoner  

• The Prisoner -  number 6 – his thoughts and actions are constrained and is outwardly stripped of his 

identity  

• He rebels by fighting for conceptual freedom – I am not a number,  I am a person 

• One method used is to eliminate their freedom for self identity by limiting their physical freedom 

• Each person is robbed of freedom 

• All villagers have vibrant coloured clothing (unlike 6 who is in dark colours) 

• All the villagers are watched – the community is filled with hidden cameras that watch a person’s 

every move 

• Which are managed by a supervisor who operates the control centre hidden within the village 

• The villagers conform to the village – both physically and mentally conform to the rules and ideas of 

society  

• With the loss of one’s individual selfhood they become the herd (Nietzsche) or the crowds 

(existentialist philosophy)  

• Foucault 
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• He maintains that there are three techniques used to control prisoners 

• First – hierarchical observations – prisoners monitored and by different groups of guards who report 

to higher figures of authority 

• The second is normalisation – where prisoners are not physically punished to reprimand them for their 

behaviour.  

• Third is examination – where the prisoner is tested and examined to determine whether he has been 

properly conditioned to follow the norms of society  

• Foucault thinks these techniques are similar to those found in modern society  

• Where these three methods are used to maintain order and power 

• The village is a metaphor for society – number 6s ideal of freedom is hopeless 

 

Miami Vice  

• Miami vice’s use of colour is a striking break with TV noir 

• Despite this it conveys a noir sensibility  

• And there are the motifs of antiheroes who must confront the absurdity and meaninglessness of life 

• Paranoia is present throughout, where the two main characters need to maintain their undercover 

identities 

• the criminal adversaries of Crockett and Tubbs are usually rootless, self-chosen and lack an essential 

tie to family, tradition or community  

• Existentialism can accommodate a variety of actions and reactive attitudes toward the human 

condition – including leaps of faith, rebellion, heroism and scorn  

 

Sopranos  

• The darkness of the Sopranos is redeemed by moments of light into the moral psychology of its 

recurring characters 

• Its darkness comes from nihilism 

• TV noir is anchored in nihilism 

• The view that nothing matters, that meaning and value have collapsed  

• Tony soprano believes he inhabits a world of collapsing values 

• The way he attempts to deal with such a world at first wavers between life affirmation and life 

negation  

• As the series progresses he becomes more and more of a nihilist  

• The sopranos is a show about its main character’s quest for self knowledge against a backdrop of 

moral confusion and despair 
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• He fails in his attempts at self mastery and self overcoming, succumbing to his inner weaknesses and 

outer fates 

• He self consciously neglects his moral character and its required cultivation  

• He is aware of the conventional importance of values and the different between right and wrong 

• He substitutes psychology for ethics to suit his purposes and he continues to feel lost amid the moral 

wasteland 

 

Other programmes you could analyse in relation to existentialism  

1. Breaking Bad 

2. Dexter 

3. Doctor Who 

4. I am sure there are others you can think of 

 


